Woman behind camera: Are there reality shows that you like to watch?

Sarah: Yes, what I like is Star Academy, because it’s foreign and Arabic, anything. And there are Bert Bride and Album.

Woman behind camera: What is Star Academy?

Sarah: It’s a group of people who practice singing and nominate the winner, who will be famous.

Woman behind camera: And for young men and women of your generation, do they try to imitate the people in….?

Sarah: It depends on the girl’s personality. There are girls who like to do so and others who don’t.
Woman behind camera: It depends on the person.

Sarah: Yes.

Woman behind camera: So tell me, what is your favorite program?

Sarah: Among them, Star Academy.

Woman behind camera: And what is the thing you like to watch most on TV?

Sarah: … ah … horror movies that are a little bit scary.

Woman behind camera: Action?

Sarah: Yes

Woman behind camera: Such as?

Sarah: There is The Mummy …ah … or Resident Evil; I like these movies a lot.